Case-Study of ‘Jimi Hendrix’ using a Numerology Chart
It will be useful to view this case-study with the summary of the
numerology numbers to help make sense of the parallels drawn

As doing a numerology reading of a name is most accurate when the first officially recorded
birth name is used for the purposes of this reading we will use Jimi Hendrix’s first registered
name which was ‘Johnny Allen Hendrix’. This was later changed to ‘James Marshall Hendrix’.
His Numerology number breakdown is below:
Date of Birth: 27-11-1942
Johnny

Allen
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Life Path Number:
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= 97 > 14 > 5
=26 > 8
=69 > 15 > 6

‘Spiritual Expansion’

As this number represents the main lesson or challenge that has been set for him to work
through in this lifetime he had the energy of ‘Spiritual Expansion’ to work with.
We will note that one of the negative traits of the 9 is not dealing well with money or
contracts. It is interesting to note that Jimi got involved with a contract with an
entrepreneur to help promote him when he was starting out. He quickly left the
entrepreneur but was left having to pay him substantial amounts of money later on due to
this contract.
Projection Number: 8

‘Spiritual & Material Balance’

The projection number is how the world would perceive Jimi (or sometimes what he would
fear about himself).
Although Jimi was perceived by others to be wealthy due to his success the reality
was quite different. He put in a great deal of work to overcome a poverty-struck childhood
to become a musical success but still found himself paying out a lot of money due to the
issues with an old contract.
Essence (or Personality) Number: 6

‘Balancing Responsibility’

The true nature of Jimi is found in his essence number which is ‘balancing responsibility’.
Jimi had many altruistic notions due to his deprived childhood. He supported the
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‘hippie’ and black rights movements. He was also seen as a revolutionary artist on the rock
scene.
Soul Calling Number (also known as Destiny): 5

‘Constructive use of Freedom’

The soul calling number or energy Jimi would be driven towards is the constructive use of
freedom.
Jimi was heavily in to the sex, drugs and rock and roll aspect of his career! He often
found he became bored and changed direction and had a love of travelling.
Karmic Lessons:

2

‘Co-operation & Communication

During his last 9 years Jimi did some work as a session guitarist and famously clashed with
Little Richard over his behaviour and left only to return years later and then be fired. He
formed and worked with four bands and different line-ups over this period of time. He
clashed with his manager and often became jealous and paranoid when drunk.
Compound Numbers:

5

‘Constructive use of Freedom’

Out of the numbers contained in his original name no number came up more than twice
except for the number 5 which came up six times! This tells us that the energy of the
constructive use of freedom would be very strong in this lifetime. This was very apt
considering his career!
Personal Year: 9

Year of Completion

It is very poignant that Jimi died in a personal year 9. At the start of his last 9 year cycle Jimi
was in the army and met a fellow soldier and bass player called Billy Cox who strongly
influenced the start and the end of his musical journey. Together they would play with other
musicians to form Jimi’s first band. In Hendrix’s last year he played by his side once more on
tour.
(Please note people don’t always die in a year 9 – this is just a particularly poignant example).

Interestingly the name “James Marshall
Hendrix” still retains a life path number
of 9 and a karmic lesson of 2!
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